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One of the boxes lost in 1997 was Williamstown, pictured here in April 1994. The panel, located in the 
stntion building, was provided on 17.10.1965 and replaced a 50 lever mechanical signalbox. The 
safeworking system on the · Up side remnined Double Line Block, initially working with North 
Williamstown until that box closed in 1969 nnd then with Newport A. On the Down side the safeworking 
system was Train Staff and Ticket until the short section to Williamstown Pier was closed in 1987. Until 
1988, the four Home signals nt the Up end were motor operated two position lower quadrant semaphores 
worked from the panel. In 1988 these four semaphores were replaced by searchlights (still two position), but 
the Down Distant (fixed) remained a semaphore signal. Curiously, the two Home signals at the Down end 
had been two position light signals since 1965. 
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On 19 February 1900 tenders closed for the removal of Gatehouse No 4 "near Tarnagulla" and its re-erection 
as station offices at Donnybrook. On 19 March 1900 a contract was let to D. Barry for "erection" of station 
offices at Donnybrook at a cost for £181/9/4; this could either indicate that the relocation of the gatehouse did 
not go ahead or that it did and Barry's contract represented alterations. The new offices were in use by 19 
September 1900 when a 12 lever Rocker frame was brought into seroice in the signalbay. The frame was 
replaced on 7 August 1960 by a 15 lever A pattern frame as part of the standard gauge works. This new 
frame remains in service today. The station yard at Donnybrook remained intact untz1 15 March 1988 when 
Siding A (the Goods siding) was abolished. The Down refuge siding was abolished the following year on 10 
November. Today the frame works the main line signals and a main line crossover. Donnybrook remains a 
Double Line Block post and is switched in daily for the interurban seroice to Seymour.Photo: Andrew Waugh 
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MINUTES OF MEETING HELD FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 20, 1996. 

A.Jungwirth, N.Bamford, W.Brook, J.Churchward, G.Cumming, A.Gostling,W.Johnston, 
K.Lambert, D.Langley, B.McCurry, A.McLean, J.McLean, L.Savage, P.Silva .& R.Whitehead. 

T.Pehn &A.Waugh. 
The President, Mr, Alan Jungwirth, took the chair and opened the meeting@ 2018 hrs. 

Minutes of the May 1996 Meeting:-Accepted as read. D.Langley /J.McLean. Carried. 

Matters Arising:- Nil. 

Correspondence:- Nil. 

General Business:- Glenn Cumining described the details .for the signal box tour on Show Day, moved to Cup Day & 
now to be held on Derby Day. . 

An officer frOm the P.T:C:. has visited the archives in Seymour & was impressed with what he saw. 

Syllabus Item:-

Jack McLean asked if Manor I,,oop was the worst place to work at. 

David Langley spoke about the introduction of Sprinter services.on the Echuca Line on weekends 
and the use of Sprinters on Albury Line services. 

Bill Johnston asked why route indicators are placed on top of signal posts at Sunshine and under 
signals at Cranboume. This triggered a lengthy discussion on route indicators on signal posts in 
Victoria. 
Bill Johnston asked about signal post No.SUN755 at Sunshine. This signal is fitted with a strange 
style of signal unit. Is it a fibre optic signal? Is it fitted with L.E.D.'s ? Is it a test unit? Anothel' 
discussion ensued with members voicing their opinions about this signal. 

David Langley described the proposal to ins.tall .a new mechanical frame.at Sunbury in conjunction 
with the proposed re - signalling. The work will involve using parts from the. Springhurst machine ( 
still in service ) and the installation. of new turnouts, 

• Keith Lambert reported that the new building at Newport has been completed. Keith noted that the 
.building looks like a big garden shed on top of the relay room. 
Section Authority Working is now in service on all sections between Manor Loop and Maroona. 

Noel Bamford tabled copies of recent issues of the Weekly Notice for members to add to their 
collections. 
Alan Jungwirth advised that the book "Weekly Notice Extracts 1894 - 1994" was nearly ready and 
Alan suggested that it would make a great Christmas present. 

Members viewed a video entitled "One Day In Severn" while partaking of supper at 60 Kenmare 
Street. 
At the conclusion of the syllabus item, The President thanked Andrew Waugh for the loan of the 
video tape, Jon Churchward for the loan of the V.C.R. and Jack McLean for the loan of the T.V. and 
his lounge room. 

Meeting closed @ 2125 hrs. 
The next meeting will be on Friday November 15, 1996 at the Uniting Church Hall, Hotham Street, 
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MINUTES OF MEETING HELD FRIDAY NOVEMBER 15, 1996. 

Present:• A.Jungwirth, N.Bamford, G.Cumming, W.Johnston, K.Lambert, D.Langley, }.McLean, L.Savage, 
P .Silva, R.Smith, A.Waugh & R.Whitehead. 

Apologies:- J.Churchward & G.O'Flynn. 

The President, Mr. Alan Jungwirth, took the chair and opened the meeting@ 2024 hours. 

Minutes of the September 1996 Meeting:• Accepted as read. J.McLean/L.Savage. Carried. 

Matters Arising:- Nil. 
Correspondence:- Glenn Cumming received an invitation to the Oaremont (W.A.) Signal Box 90th Birthday Party in

October 1996. 

General Business:- Glenn Cumming reported that the Show Day tour, moved to Cup Day & held on Derby Day was 
well attended and enjoyed by all who were there. 

Bob Whitehead is to arrange a working bee for the archives for January 1997. 

David Langley spoke about some sort of remembrance of John Sinnatt and suggested a reprinting of 
John Sinnatt's book "Clear Normal Speed". After some discussion, Bob Whitehead moved that 
"Clear Normal Speed" be investigated with a view to revision and reproduction. Seconded David 
Langley. Carried. The meeting asked Roderick Smith, David Langley and Peter Silva to form a sub -
committee to investigate. 
Roderick Smith reported on the trials of D.I.C.E. at Gheringhap. 

Noel Bamford commented that he had viewed signal post No.SUN 755 and reported a good aspect. 

Roderick Smith noted that the proposed commissioning of the Newport re - signalling was set down 
for the Anzac Day long weekend in 1997. 

Roderick Smith reported on the track alterations at Flinders Street. 

Glenn Cumming commented that the allocation of funding for the re - signalling of the Upfield Line 
meant that the re - signalling of Ringwood and Frankston would be deferred. 

Roderick Smith reported on the renewal of signal cables at Surrey Hills. 

Bill Johnston noted that.portion of the pole line between Trafalgar and Moe had been removed. 

A discussion took place on the motor driven blinds for video screens on metropolitan platforms and 
possible methods of operation. 

David Langley tabled a draft copy of his "Gazetteer of Railway Lines in Victoria", compiled with 
assistance from Bob Whitehead as part of their contribution to the Quail Australian Railway Atlas 
project. 

A report was received concerning the collision at Broadmeadows last night. 

Syllabus Item:- The President introduced member Roderick B. Smith who presented the annual screening of slides 
from the collection of the late Stephen McLean. 

At the conclusion of the syllabus item, The President thanked Roderick for the entertainment and 
this was followed by acclamation from those present. 

Meeting closed @ 2210 hours. 
The next meeting will be on Friday February 21, 1997 at the Uniting Church Hall, Hotham Street, 
Mont Albert, commencing at 2000 hours (8.00 pm). 

SIGNALLING ALTERATIONS 

The following alterations were published in WN 40196 to WN 50/96 (the last issue for 1996). The 
alterations have been edited to conserve space. Dates in parenthesis are the dates of the Weekly Notice. 

20.09.1996 

20.09.1996 

01.10.1996 

Gheringhap 

As from 20.9.%, Diagram 10/% replaced 52/90. The new diagram shows the situation after the provision 
of DICE controlled signalling. (SW 552/96, WN 40 /96) 

Dunolly 
As from 20.06.96, Diagram 38/96 replaced 30/96. The alterations were 
1) The provision of a new dead end GEB siding. This leads from the Up side of the Broad Gauge 

discharge point in the Up direction. 
2) The removal of the Broad Gauge Annett locked crossover leading from No 2 Road to No 3 Road and 

its replacement (on the same site) with an Annett locked crossover leading from No 2 Road towards 
the Broad Gauge discharge point (i.e. reversed in orientation). (SW 553/96, WN 40/96) 

Rochester 
On Tuesday, 1.10.96, the main line points at the Up and Down ends were secured by Master Key locks 
and rodded to Derails and Wheel Crowders. As this location now complies with the roll-out policy for 
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05.10.1996 

08.10.1996 

08.10.1996 

11.10.1996 

12.10.1996 

12.10.1996 

13.10.1996 
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lines operating passenger traffic, the speed restriction of 15 km/h between the Up and Down end points is 
cancelled. 

(The speed restriction at Elmore was cancelled as from SW 543/96). (SW 574/96, WN 41 /96) 

Sunshine 
On Saturday, 5.10.96, the following alterations were carried out: 
1) The time delay for the Low Speed signal on Home 760 was increased from 22 to 37 seconds .. 
2) An Arrow type Route Indicator replaced the Letter type Route Indicator on Home 725. The left hand 

arrow will apply for moves to the North or South lines, the right hand arrow for moves to Sidings B 
. or the Bendigo line. The arrow type indicator will be trialed for one .month. 

Amend Diagram 13/96. (SW 566/96, WN 41/96) 

Somerville 
On Tuesday, 8.10.96, a TAILS unit was provided between the Down Hqme (Signal A) and Up Starting 
(Signal C) signals. The TAILS unit will be used.to allow an Up train to depart from Hastings before the 
preceding train has arrived at Frankston. It must not be used for Down follow on movements. Only Long 
Island Freight trains will be fitted with a. Mocfified End of Train marker. 

Amend Diagram 26/84. (SW 591/96, WN 42/96) 

Barnes 
On Tuesday, 8.10.96, red and green reflectors replaced the signal lights on the Up Home signals from 
Deniliquin (Signal D) and Moulamein (Signal E). (SW 574/96, WN 41/96) 

Somerville 
On Friday, 11.10.96, a Co-acting signal was provided for the Up Home (Signal D).The Co-acting signal is 
situated 22 m on the Down side of the Up Home and 11.5 m from the rail. 

Amend Diagram 26/84 (SW 569/96, WN 41/96) 
Werribee 
On Saturday, 12.10.1996, traffic light co-ordination was commissioned at Cherry Street. 
1) A yellow button was provided in the test switch cabin at Cherry Strefrt. When the button is pulled 

out the traffic lights will flash yellow. The lights will operate normally when the button is pushed 
in. 
If Homes 4, 12, or 16 fail at Stop and the checks in Book of Rules, Section 16, Rule 6B have been 
carried out, the Signaller must pull out the yellow button. The traffic lights must be operated in 
'flashing yellow' mode for one minute and then the button must be pushed in. A second attempt 
must then be made to clear the Home signal. H the Home has still failed, Rule 6C, Section 16 must be 
carried out. 

2) When Home 12 is restored to Stop by the passage of the signalled train, the reverse (green) 
indication light for Home 12 on the panel.will flash until the lever is restored to normal. 

3) There will be a time delay of 1 minute before Homes 4, 12, or 16 will clear if the signal lever is 
reversed while a train is standing in the relevant platform. (SW 595/96, WN 43/96) 

Dunolly - Ouyen 
On the 12 and 13.10.96, the kilometre posts between Dtinolly and Ouyen will be altered to reflect the 
distance via North Geelong (an additional 37 km). Each post will also be fitted with a plate showing the 
existing distance (prefixed by the letters 1D'). (SW565/96, WN 41/96) 

Mildura 
(a) From Sunday, 13.10.96, Driver in Charge of Signalling will apply for the arrival of Train 9139 (due 0240 
Tuesdays to Fridays). · 
Prior to ceasing duty the night before, the Signa.ller must clear signals A, D, and I<, endorse the TRB, and 
inform the Train Controller accordingly. 
After the arrival of Train 9139, the Driver must ensure the train is complete and has cleared the Up end 
Plunger Locked points before fulfilling the Train Order. After securing the train and stabling the 
locomotive, the Master Key must be locked in the special box in the Train Crew radio room and the Train 
Controller advised. 
(b) H the Home signals on Posts 1, 3, or 6 are at Stop while Mildura is unattended, the Driver must contact 
the Train Controller. After checking that a Signaller is not iri attendance, the Train Controller may 
authorise the train to pass the signal at Stop. After passing a signal at Stop the Driver must check that all 
points are secured in the correct position for passage of the train. The flashing lights in advance of Post 6 
will not operate until the train is 3 metres from the crossing. The train may pass over the crossing after the 
lights have activated, but the Driver must frequently blow the.whistle. , 

( c) The siding points at the Down end of the yard are secured by an A pattern Annett Lock with a 
duplicate lock on the panel. Removal of the key from the panel secures Home D (Post 3) normal. The 
employee in charge of shunting may instruct the Driver to pass Home D at Stop if the employee is in 
possession of the Annett key and the Signaller is aware of the shW1ting movement taking place. 
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(SW 582/96, WN 42/96) 
1 -, 13.10.1996 Shepparton 

From Sunday, 13.10.96, Driver in Charge of Signalling will apply for the departure of Train 8324 
(Saturday), the departure of Train 8330 (Sunday) and the arrival of Train 8345 (Sunday). 
On Saturdays a Signaller will be on duty from 0500 until 1130 hours. Prior to ceasing duty, the Signaller 
must clear the Up Home (Signal 18), endorse the TRB and inform the Train Controller accordingly. 
Upon commencing duty on Saturday, the Driver of Train 8324 (departing 1525) must, after receiving a 
Train Order from the Train Controller, reverse lever 2 in the platform ground frame. After checking that 
the Up Starting signal has cleared, lever 2 must be chained reverse. The train may then depart. 
A Signaller commences duty on Saturday at 2015 for the arrival of Train 8335 (due 2025). The Signaller 
will assist the Driver in running around the cars, which are to be left stabled at the platform. When 
ceasing duty, the Signaller must clear Signals 12, 14, 16, and 18, endorse the TRB and inform the Train 
Controller accordingly. NOTE: These signals may only be cleared if there is no outstanding Train Order 
for an Up train to proceed to Shepparton. Han Up train is to approach Shepparton whilst the cars are 
stabled in the platform, a Signaller must be in attendance. 
After receiving a Train Order from the Train Controller on Sunday afternoon, the Driver of Train 8330 
(departing 1745) must reverse Levers B, 1 and 2 in the platform frame. This involves reversing Lever B to 
the central notch, then reversing Levers 1 and 2, and finally fully reversing Lever B. The three levers must 
be chained reverse and the Train Controller advised. 
Upon the arrival of Train 8345 on Sunday evening (due 2040) the Driver must place Levers B, 1 and 2 
normal. Lever B must first be placed normal and then Levers 1 and 2 may then be placed normal. The 
levers must be chained normal and the Train Controller advised. After checking that the train has arrived 
complete, and the cars have been secured, the Train Order can be fulfilled. The locomotive will run 
around the train on Monday morning. 
These instructions replace those in the Book of Rules (pages 34-92 to 34-95). (SW 571/96, WN 41/96) 

14.10.1996 Newport 
On Monday, 14.10.96, Points 74 and 75, and Plunger 73 were booked out of service. Levers 73, 74, and 75 
were sleeved normal. (SW 579/96, WN 42/96) 

(15.10.1996) North Geelong B 

16.10.1996 

19.10.1996 

21.10.1996 

A hand operated Derail has been provided in Siding B to protect the operations of the Freight Centre. 
There is 150 metres standing room within the Derail. 
The key to the 4D padlock securing the Derail is held by the OiC North Geelong Freight Centre. The derail 
must be secured on the rail whenever loading or unloading operations are being carried out, and removed 
at other times. The Signaller, North Geelong B, must be notified whenever the derail is placed on or off the 
rail and an entry made in the TRB. 
Amend Diagram 24/96. (SW 556/96, WN 41/96) 
Traralgon Cement Siding 
On Wednesday, 16.10.96, this siding was booked out of service and the points spiked normal. Trains 
running between Traralgon and Sale will not need a Master Key. (SW 580/96, WN 42/96) 
Melbourne Freight Terminal 
Stop Board No 3 
From Saturday, 19.10.96, the two existing boards were replaced for a three month trial period. The new 
boards have ends with reflectorised red chevrons. Both have the word 'STOP' in reflectorised lettering; 
one coloured red; the other black. 
Radio Channel Notice Boards 
Two new Notice Boards lettered" All trains entering the MFT, change to NRC Operating Radio Channel 
68' were erected. One was erected at the east end entrance to the MFT at Moonee Ponds Creek Junction 
adjacent to Post 210 and the other at the west end entrance at Sim' s Street Junction adjacent to Posts 136B 
and 138. These boards have black lettering on a white reflecting background. 
A new Notice Board for Down movements was erected at Post 150 at Sim's Street Junction. It is lettered 
"NRC main line trains change to PTC Channel 1". This board has black lettering on a white reflecting 
background. 

Amend Diagrams 13/93 and 14/93. (SW 584/96 & 600/96, WN 43/96 & 44/96) 
Flinders Street 
From Monday, 21.10.96, the following alterations were carried out as 'Stage 2' of the rearrangement: 
1) A new crossover was provided (but not commissioned) between Tracks 4 and 5 at the west end 
2) Home 339 (west end Track 4) was relocated 20 metres closer to the platform. 

(SW 586/96, WN 43/96) 
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(22.10.1996) Sydenham - Bendigo 

25JO.l996 

26.10.1996 

26.10.1996 

The signalbox hours will be as follows: 

Sydenham 
Mondays - Fridays ............................ :···;·0545 hours until Train 8047 clears (Sunbury due 2005) 
Saturday, Sunday ................................... , ....................... , .............................................. Switched Out 

· Diggers Rest 
Mondays -.Fridays .............................. 0610 hours until Train 8016 clears (Sydenham due 0824) 
Saturday, Sunday .................................................................................. ; ....................... Switched Out 

Sunbury 
Mondays - Fridays ................................ 0525 hours until Train .8048 clears (St Albans due 2055) 
Saturday ............ , ................... , ............... 0650 hours until Train 8021 clears (Woodend due 1417) 
Sunday ....... '.'. ..................................... , ............... , ................................... '. ................. , ...... Switched Out 

Oarkefield 
Mondays~ Thursdays ..... ; ................ ; .. , .. 0605 hours until Train 8022 clears (Sunbury due 1033) 
.............................................................. : ... 1645 hours until Train 8045clears (Gisbome due 1925) 
Friday ....................................................... 0605 hours until Train 8022 clears (Sunbury due 1033) 
.................... , ............................................. 1645 hours until Train 8053dears (Gisbome due 1921) 
Saturday, Sunday .............................. '. .... ,.~.·-................................................................. Switched Out 

Gisbome 
Mondays -Thursdays ......................... 0510 hours until Train 8017 clears (Woodend due 1132) 
; .............................................................. : ... 1555 hours until Train 9080 clears (Kyneton due 2042) 
Friday ........... : ........................................ 0510 hours until Train 8017 clears (Woodend due 1132) 
......................................... , ......................... 1555 hours until Train 8049 clears (Kyneton due 2124) 
Saturday, Sunday ........... : ............................................................................. , ............... Switched Out 

Woodend 
Mondays - Thursdays ........................... 0510 hours until Train 8026 clears (Gisbome due 1049) 
................................................................... 1730 hours until Train 8045 clears (Kyneton due 1946) 
Friday ...................................................... 0510 hours until Train 8026 clears (Gisbome due 1049) 
................................................................... 1730 hours until Train 8053dears (Kyneton due 1942) 
Saturday ................................................... 0955 hours until Train 8026 clears (Sunbury due 1109) 
Saturday, Sunday ............................ : ... : ....................................................... ; ................ Switched Out 

Kyneton 
Cannot switch out, butwill be attended at the following times: 

Mondays-Thursdays;.; ....... 0415 hours until Train,9280dears (St Albans due 0120nextday) 
Friday .................................... 0415 hours until Train 9280 clears (St Albans due 0210 Saturday) 
Saturday ................................................... 0515 hours until Train 8045 clears (Bendigo due 2057) 
Sunday ..................................................... 0705 hours until Train 8045. clears (Bendigo due 2100) 

Castlemaine 
Mondays-Thursdays ............................ ()550 hours until Train 9084dears (Kyneton due 2215) 
Friday ......................... : .. ; ....................... , .. 0550 hours.until Train 9080cleal'S (Bendigo due 2250) 
Saturday, Sunday ...... · ................................................................................................... Switched Out 

Bendigo 
Cannot switch out, but will be attended at the following times: 

Monday - Friday ................................. : ............................................................... ; .......... Continuously 
Saturday ................................................... 0000 hours until Train 9280 clears (Kyneton due 0100) 
............................................................................................... : ................... 0630 hours until 2130 hours 
Sunday .................................................... 0630 hours until 2215 hours and 2345 hours until 2400 

(SW590/96, WN 42/96) 

Flemington Racecourse line 
From Friday, 25.10.96, the Train Number Transmitter in Showgrounds signalbox was relocated to 
Flemington Racecourse signalbox. This was to allow race traffic to operate without Showground~ being 
attended. . (SW 612/96, WN 44/96) 

Werribee 
On Saturday, 26.10.96, pedestrian gates were commissioned at Werribee Street. Concurrently the flashing 
light masts were relocated account widening of the crossing. (SW 602/96, WN 44/96) 

North Melbourne -Arden Street Sidings 

As part of the 'Citylink' project, the following alterations took place from Saturday, 26.10.96. 
· 1) Dwarf 506 was relocated 20 m in the Up direction· 
2) Catch 406D was replaced with a Hayes Derail and Wheel Crowder. 
Am.end Diagram 9/96. (SW 604/96, WN 44/96) 

·. I 
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27.10.1996 Altona Junction - Laverton 

From Sunday, 27.10.96, the approach sections were altered at Maidstone Street and Kororoit Creek Road 
to allow for 130 km/h running. (SW 603/96, WN 44/96) 

27.10.1996 Ouyen - Yelta 
On 27.10.96, the kilometre posts between Ouyen and Yelta will be altered to reflect the distance via North 
Geelong (an additional 37 km). Each post will also be fitted with a plate showing the existing distance 
(prefixed by the letters 10'). (SW 565/96 & 597 /96, WN 41/96 & 43/96) 

(29.10.1996) Calling On and Low Speed Signals (Book of Rules, Section 2, Rule 18, clause le) 

The text of this rule was revised. It is no longer required for an employee to take up a position on the 
platform to control the movement when signalling a second train into an occupied platform track. 

The rule was subsequently amended again to require a competent employee to be in attendance to control 
a movement into an occupied track where the incoming train or locomotive is to couple to the train 
already occupying the road. (SW 581/96 &634/96, WN 43/96 &46/96)) 

(29.10.1996) Goninan's Siding (Brooklyn- Newport) 
This siding is situated on the East Line between Brooklyn and Newport. The main line points are spiked 
and when it is necessary for track machines to enter or leave the siding the following procedure is to be 
followed. 

The track machine must have an Electric Staff for the East Line when moving on the main line. The 
Safeworking Supervisor must accompany the track machine (with the Staff) while it is travelling on the 
East line to or from Newport or Brooklyn. The siding points are not to be freed for the Track Machine to 
enter or leave the main line until the Infrastructure Representative has seen the Electric Staff. After the 
track machine has cleared the points, they must be re-spiked for the main line and the lockable point clip 
re-applied. 
Track machines or vehicles are not to stable in the Siding without the permission of the Superintendent 
Safeworking. (SW 601/96, WN 43/96) 

(29.10.1996) Yarragon 
The new crib crossing is at 112.332 km (Down end Yarragon platform). Amend SW 517 /96. 

(SW 588/96, WN 43/96) 

(29.10.1996) Traralgon- Morwell 
The Composite Staffs have been withdrawn. Operating Procedure 83 (Section 34, Book of Rules) and SW 
165/96 are cancelled. (SW 593/96, WN 43/96) 

31.10.1996 Seymour 
From Thursday, 31.10.96, the following alterations were made: 
1) Push buttons to operate the Low Speed signals on Homes 46 and 48 were provided in the Annett 

Key crosslock cabin adjacent to Post 36. 
When an Up train is to arrive into No 3 Road, the Signaller must first reverse lever 35 (Crosslock) on 
the panel and check that the indicating light commences to flash. The home signal lever (46 or 48) 
may then be reversed. The Signaller must then proceed to the Crosslock cabin, obtain the Annett key 
(by pushing the button), and reverse the points. The appropriate low speed button in the crosslock 
cabin can then be pushed to clear the low speed signal for the movement. 
When the Up train has arrived complete into No 3 Road, the Signaller must restore, lock, and test 
the points. The Annett key is then returned to the crosslock. Lever 35 on the panel can then be 
returned to normal and the 'Normal' indication light should light. 

2) Two 'selection' buttons were provided on the panel to operate in conjunction with Home 36 for 
moves to the North Eastern or Goulbum Valley lines. 
When a Down train is depart from the platform, the points are to be operated as normal and lever 36 
reversed. Both selection lights will commence to flash. The selection button for the route set is then 
pressed and Home 36 will dear. (SW 610/96, WN 44/96) 

02.11.1996 Lara 
On Saturday, 2.11.1996, the approach sections were altered at Windermere Road and Lara Lakes Road to 
allow for 130 km/h running. (SW 621/96, WN 45/96) 

03.11.1996 Oaldeigh 
From. Sunday, 3.11.96, the signalbox hours will be: 

(a) H Trains 9520/9317 (Apex Quarry to/from Westall) are not running: 
Monday - Friday ................................................................................... 0600 hours until 1930 hours 
Saturday, Sunday ......................................................................................................... Switched Out 

(b) If Trains 9520/9317 are running: 
Monday - Friday .............................. 0630 hours to 0830 hours and 0940 hours until 1930 hours 
Saturday, Sunday ......................................................................................................... Switched Out 

(SW 620/96, WN 45/96) 
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Springvale 
From Sunday, 3.11.96, the signalbox hours will be: 

Monday - Friday ........................................... 0500 hours to 0600 hours (if Train 9520 is running) 
......................................................................... 0900 hours to 0920 hours (if Train 9317 is running) 
Saturday, Sunday ............ , .........•................................................................................... Switched Out 

(SW619/96, WN 45/96) 

Gheringhap 

On Monday, 4.11:96, Diver operation of DICE was brought into service. 

Drivers of all unmodified LSDlJ equipped Sprinters are required to reduce speed to 20 km/h at the DICE 
Zone board, Normal speed may be resumed after the.DICE command has been accepted by the field 
equipment. (NOTE: Sprinter 7022 has had the LSDU relocated to the Driver's Control Panel and the speed 
restriction will not apply to this unit.) (SW 617/93 & 623/96, WN 45/96) 

North Geelong C - Ballarat 

From Monday, 4.11.96, two Large Master Keys with ST21 miniature keys attached were provided for this 
corridor. The keys are numbered 81 and 82 and are engraved "Section Authority System" on one side and 
"North Geelong C - Ballarat" on the other. One key must be located at North Geelong C and the other at 
Ballarat for the use by any train shunting at the Gypsum Siding, Gheringhap. 

.(SW 618/93, WN 45/96) 

(05.11.1996) Carnun 

09.11.1996 

09.11.1996 

10.11.1996 

The signalbox hours will be: 
Monday - Friday ................................... 0530 hours to 0800 hours and 1730 hours to 2025 hours 
Saturday, Sunday ......................................................................................................... Switched Out 

(SW 607 /96, WN 44/96) 

Alphington 
On Saturday, 9 .11.96, traffic light co-ordination was commissioned at Grange Road. The new lights control 
the intersections of Ravenscourt Place and Wingrove Street with Grange Road. 

(SW 632/96, WN 46/96) 

Corio - North Short 
From Saturday, 9.11.96, the approach sections were altered at North Shore and St. Georges Road to allow 
for 130 km/h running. (SW 630/96, WN 46/96) 

Lara-Corio 
From Sunday, 10.11.96, the approach sections were altered at Canterbury Road and Grammar School 
Road to allow for 130 km/h running. 

When an Up route is set through Corio on the East line, Home 34 will be approach released unless 
Controlled Automatic 32 is cleared at the same time. Home 34 will not dear until the approaching train 
has passed Controlled Automatic 32. When Home 34 is being held at Stop by the approach release the 
signal indication light will flash green. (SW 631/96 & 637 /96, WN 46/96 & 47 /96) 

(12.11.1996) Flemington Racecourse Line • Epsom Road and Showgrounds Junction Signalboxes 

Epsom Road arid Showgrounds Junction signalboxes are normally only attended for traffic to the 
Showgrounds platform. 
If a train arrives at Homes 6 or 14.at Epsom Road or Homes 2 or 12 at Showgrounds Junctions and the 
signal is at Stop, the Driver must challenge the signal. H there is no response the Driver must communicate 
with the Train Controller, Metro 1. The Train Controller must ctttempt to communicate with the controlling 
signalbox (Epsom Road or Showgrounds). If there is no response, the Train Controller must contact the 
Signaller at either Ascot Vale Road or Flemington Racecourse to determine if the controlling signalbox is 
attended. 
If the controlling signalbox is unattended, the Driver must be instructed to check that the points the train 
is required to travel over are correctly set. The Driver may then be authorised by the Train Controller to 
pass the Home signal at Stop. 
Insert in Section 34 of the Book of Rules. (SW 624/96, WN 45 /96) 

(12.11.1996) Tottenham• Pyrenees Loop 
.The instructions for operating the Standard Gauge line have been reissued. Circulars 369 /96, 389 /96, and 
601/96 have been cancelled. 
Safeworking Systems 
Electric Staff: Tottenham B - Brooklyn - Newport A 
Train Staff and Ticket: Newport A• Manor 
Section Authority: Manor - Elders Block Point (61 km) - North Geelong Block Point (72 km) - Gheringhap -

Hesse Block Point (98 km) - Wingeel - Wemeth Block Point (136 km) - Berrybank - Tooli Block Point 
(173 km) - Vite Vite - Fiery Creek Block Point (209 km) -Tatyoon - Maroona 

Train Staff and Ticket: Maroona - Pyrenees. 
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There are no crossing facilities at Newport or Brooklyn. Two trains may not depart from Tottenham and 
Manor at the same time. The Signaller Tottenham may only grant permission for a Down Standard Gauge 
train to approach (by reversing Crosslock lever 15) after obtaining Line Clear from Tottenham. The 
Signaller may ask Line Clear for a Down train waiting at Tottenham Loop immediately upon receiving 
Train Arrival for a preceding Down train provided the Train Controller is satisfied that the Train Staff will 
remain at Newport. 
The Signaller must inform Brooklyn of the gauge of the approaching Down train. 
Up Trains 
The Signaller is responsible for determining the gauge and identity of an approaching Up train. The 
Signaller and Train Controller must arrive at an understanding as to the precedence of trains. 
Failure of Signals TOT /6, TOT /U6 or TOT /US 
1. Should signals TOT/ 6 or TOT /U6 fail while the route is set for McIntyre Loop, Rule 7b, Section 17, 

Book of Rules will apply. 
2. H signal TOT /8 fails, Rule 7a, Section 17, Book of Rules will apply. 
3. Should signals TOT/ 6 or TOT /U6 fail while the route is set for Brooklyn the Train Controller must 

come to a complete understanding as to what is to take place. The Signaller must withdraw a 
Tottenham• Brooklyn staff, place the selector levers of the junction points and the points at the 
Down end of Tottenham Loop in the 'Hand' position and ensure that the points are in the correct 
position for the passage of the train. The Signaller must then fill out a Train Authority for the train 
to pass the failed Home signal. The Staff and Authority must be handed to the Driver and a Green 
hand signal shown to the Driver. The Authority must be collected and cancelled by the Signaller 
Brooklyn. All cancelled Authorities are to be forwarded to the Superintendent Safeworking. 

4. Should signal TOT /US fail while the route is set from Brooklyn the Train Controller must come to a 
complete understanding as to what is to take place. The Signaller must place the selector levers of 
the junction points and the points at the Down end of Tottenham Loop in the 'Hand' position ensure 
that the points are in the correct position for the passage of the train, and so inform the Train 
Controller. The Train Controller must issue a Train Authority specifying the road the train is to 
arrive in Tottenham Loop. The Signaller must take down a copy of the Authority and repeat it back. 
The Authority must be handed to the Driver and a Green hand signal shown to the Driver. The 
Authority must be cancelled by the Driver and handed to the supervising officer on completion of 
duty. All cancelled Authorities are to be forwarded to the Superintendent Safeworking. 

Releasing of Crosslock lever (15) 

Hit is necessary for lever 15 to be released by a Signal Maintenance Technician, the Signaller must arrive 
at a clear understanding with the Train Controller as to what is to take place. The Signaller must check 
that all Broad Gauge signals are at Stop and that no trains are within the area governed by the crosslock. 
H the lever is to be released from the Reverse position, the position of Points 5 must be checked. Points 5 
must be placed in the Hand operating mode if they are reversed prior to Crosslock lever 15 being released. 
Points 5 must be maintained in the hand operating mode whilst the position of Points 5 does not 
correspond with the position of Crosslock 15. 
The Technician may then be requested to release the lever. 
Brooklyn 
There are no Standard Gauge crossing facilities at Newport or Brooklyn. Two trains may not depart from 
Tottenham and Manor at the same time. The Signaller Brooklyn must only grant Line Clear to Tottenham 
for an Down train after obtaining Line Oear from Newport. 

Should there be a Down train between Tottenham and Brooklyn or on the East line between Brooklyn and 
Newport and the next movement on the line is a Down train waiting at Tottenham loop, and the Train 
Controller is satisfied that Train Staff will remain at Newport, the Signaller Brooklyn may grant Line Oear 
for the waiting train after the first train arrives complete at Brooklyn. The Signaller Tottenham must ask 
Line Oear immediately Train Arrival is received from Newport. 
The Signaller must inform Newport of the gauge of an approaching Down train and Tottenham of the 
gauge of an Up train prior to its departure. 
Points B and Dare provided with Dual Control Point Machines, but can only be worked in the Hand 
operating position. See Rule 17, Section 27, Book of Rules. 
Passenger trains are not to operate on the West Line between Newport and Brooklyn or between Brooklyn 
and Sunshine except in emergencies. 
Goninan's Siding 

This siding is situated on the East Line between Brooklyn and Newport. The main line points are spiked 
and when it is necessaty for track machines to enter or leave the siding the following procedure is to be 
followed. 
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The track machine .must have an Electric Staff for the East Line when moving on the main line. The 
Safeworking Supervisor must accompany the track machine (with the Staff) while it is travelling to or 
from Newport or Brooklyn. The siding points are not to be freed for the Track Machine to enter or leave 
the main line until the Infrastructure Representative has seen the Electric Staff. After the track machine has 
~}eared.the points, they must be re-spiked for the main line and the lockable point clip re-applied. 

Track machines.or vehicles are not to stable in the Siding without the permission of the Superintendent 
Safeworking. 

Ha train or track machine is be locked away in the siding, the Safeworking Supervisor must not leave 
until roll-out protection is secured to prevent access to the main line. The roll-out protection must not be 
removed unless a Safeworking Supervisor is present while any train, track machine, .or vehicle is in the 
siding. . 

Jf it is necessary for a train to arrive into the siding, the Safeworking Supervisor must await the train at the 

· siding points to receive the Staff from the Driver. The Staff must then be shown to the Infrastructure 
Representative before the. points can be freed. If the train is ~ be locked away in the siding, the Staff must 
be dealt with as directed by the Train Controller. 

Ha Train Authority isissued to work a train or track machine to or from the siding, it must be shown to 
the Infrastructure Representative before releasing the points. 

Newport 
There are no crossing facilities at Newport or Brooklyn. Two trains may not depart from Tottenham and 
Manor at the same time. Unless authorised by the Superintendent Safeworking the Signaller Newport may 
not grant Line Clear to Brooklyn for a Down train unless the Newport - Manor Train Staff is at Newport. 

When a Down train is approaching Newport the Driver must use the local radio to check with the 
Signaller whether the train will continue on Staff, Staff Ticket, or Train Authority. If the train will continue 
on Staff, it will be placed in a cane holder (where provided) and delivered from the Staff Exchange 
Platform. If the train will continue on a Staff Ticket or Train Authority, the train must be brought to a 
stand at the Staff Exchange Platform, and, when travelling on Staff Ticket, the Driver must be shown the 

Newport - Manor Staff before handing over the Ticket. The Signaller must give the Driver a cane holder 
(where provided) and the Driver must place the Ticket or Train Authority in the holder for delivery to the 

. Signaller at Manor. The Signaller must inform the Signaller at Manor when the train departs. 

· It will not be necessary for an Up train travelling on Staff Ticket or Train Authority to come to a stand at 
Newport to deliver the Ticket or Authority provided the Driver .has placed the Ticket or Authority in a 
cane holder. The Signaller must inform Brooklyn of the gauge of the approaching Up train. 

Working BP Siding 

If the Newport - Manor Train Staff is at Manor or a Down Standard Gauge train is travelling on Staff 
between Newport and Manor, the Signaller must obtain permission for a train to depart to shunt at the BP 

Siding, Paisley, from the Signaller Manor under Rules 5, 7a, 7b, and 7d, Section 21, Book of Rules. AW AK 
must be sent to Manor when the train arrives complete back at Newport. If the Train Staff is at Newport a 
train may depart from Newport to shunt at the BP Siding at ariy time, but the Staff must be locked away 
after being shown to the Driver of the train. 

If a Down Standard Gauge train is being unnecessarily delayed while a Broad Gauge train is locked away 
at the BP Siding, the Standard Gauge train may be permitted to proceed after the Signaller Newport has 
informed the Driver of the train at the BP Siding. The Broad Gauge train must not be permitted to leave 
the siding until the Standard Gauge train has arrived complete at Manor, or the Driver has performed a 
'Roll by inspection' of the Standard Gauge train. 

If an Up Standard Gauge train is being unnecessarily delayed while a Broad Gauge train is locked away at 
the BP Siding, the Signaller Newport may send AWAK to release the Staff at Manor after the Signaller 
Newport has informed•the Driver of the train at the BP Siding. The Broad Gauge train must not be 
permitted to leave the siding until the Standard Gauge trilll\ has arrived complete at Newport, or the 
Driver has performed a 'Roll by inspection' of the Standard .Gauge train. 

Manor 
The Section Authority Train Controller must inform the Signaller when an Up train departs from 
Gheringhap. The Driver of Ute Up train is responsible for advising the Signaller which track the Section 
Authority instructs the train to arrive into. The Signaller must ensure the train is routed accordingly, 
though the Driver is responsible for ensu$g that the Section Authority is followed. 

When an Up train is approaching Manor the Driver must .use the local radio to check with the Signaller 
whether the train will continue on Staff, St.lff Ticket, or Train Authority.If the.train will continue on Staff, 

it will be placed in a cane holder (where provided) and delivered from the Staff E?cchange Platform. If the 

train will continue on a Staff Ticket or Train Authority, the train must be brought to a stand at the Staff 
Exchange Platform. When travelling on Staff Ticket, Signaller must show the Driver the. Staff for the 
Newport~ Manor section before handing over the Ticket: The Signaller must give the Driver a cane holder 
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(where provided) and the Driver must place the Ticket or Train Authority in the holder for delivery to the 
Signaller at Newport. 
It will not be necessary for a Down train travelling on Staff Ticket or Train Authority to come to a stand at 
Manor to deliver the Ticket or Authority provided the Driver has placed the Ticket or Authority in a cane 
holder. 
The Signaller will give a Green hand signal to the Driver as authority to depart. The Driver must not 
depart, however, unless in possession of an authority for the forward section. Trains departing from No 2 
Track must not do so until the Signaller displays a Green hand signal to indicate that the points are 
correctly set. 
The Signaller must inform the Signaller at North Geelong C or Newport (depending on direction) when a 
train departs from Manor. 
Trains may shunt outside the Home signal (up to the Location Board) after the Signaller complies with the 
applicable system rules. 
A speed restriction of 65 km/h is in force over facing or trailing points. 
Working IXL Siding 
Before an Up Broad Gauge movement departs North Geelong A for the siding, or departs from the siding, 
the Driver must obtain an Electronic Manual Section Authority from the Train Controller. The Section 
Authority must not be fulfilled until the train has cleared the Standard Gauge line and the siding points 
have been restored for main line running. 
North Geelong C 

The Section Authority Train Controller must inform the Signaller when a train departs from Gheringhap 
or Manor towards North Geelong C. The Signaller must inform the Signaller at Manor when an Up train 
departs. 
A Down train shorter than 1560 m in length requiring to wait Line Clear at North Geelong C must not 
pass the Princess Highway overpass without permission from the Signaller. The Signaller may permit the 
train to Wait Line at Post 54 provided the train is shorter than 750 m, and this is to be preferred to 
maintain efficient operation. 
A Large Master Key is kept at North Geelong C for use at Inverleigh. 
Gheringhap 
Gheringhap consists of separate Broad and Standard Gauge Crossing Loops with a common Dual Gauge 
approach at the Up (Geelong) end. The Driver is responsible for the operation of the signalling equipment 
by DICE. The Signaller will remain until further notice to provide guidance to Drivers and assist the Train 
Controller. Signallers must continue to conduct roll by inspections for all trains. 
The main line points at each loop are equipped with a TD84M Dual Control Point Machine and a point 
banner. From the trailing direction the point banner shows two white reflective discs when the points are 
set for the main line and a yellow arrow (pointing in the direction of the diverge) when the points are set 
for the loop. All points self normalise. A speed restriction of 40 km/h is in force over the Standard Gauge 
facing points at the Up end and 65 km/h over other points. 

Gypsum 
Siding 
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GHERINGHAP 

A bracket two position Arrival Home signal is provided at each end of each Crossing Loop. A separate 
signal is provided for arrival into the main line and into the loop. A white reflective diamond is provided 
on the bracket mast to indicate its position if the power fails. 
Distant signals are provided from the Ballarat and Geelong lines. A clear indication at a Distant signal 
only indicates that the line is clear to the fouling point at the advance end of the crossing loop. A Location 
Board is provided 2000 m in the rear of the Home signal in the Maroona direction. DICE Approach Zone 
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Boards are provided 756 m in 1he rear of the Down Distant (from Geelong), 869 m in the rear of the Up 
Distant (from Ballarat) and 900 m in the rear of the Up Location Board (from Maroona). DICE Subsidiary 
Boards are provided adjacent to each Home signal. 

'F' (Fouling) boards at the fouling point of the main and loop lines. 
An approach track circuit is provided on the approach side of each Arrival Home signal (to the Distant 
signal where one is provided, and for 3000 metres in the Maroona direction). Fouling track circuits are 
provided between the Arrival Home signals and·the F boards. Both No 1 and No 2 tracks are completely 
track circuited. 

A fouling point clear message is broadcast twice over Channel 1 of the local radio when the train has 
cleared the fouling point. This is not a train complete message. TAILS is provided at the Broad Gauge loop; 
Standard Gauge trains are checked for completeness by ETAS. 

VSPSW key switches ate provided at each Home signal·and at the fouling points at each end of the loop'. 
The key switches have three positions (Main - I - Loop) and a yellow 'route called' light. The light is 
normally extinguished. If a key is placed in the switch and a route selected the light will illuminate if the 
route has been accepted. After 10 seconds the route will have been set .and the light will extinguish. If the 
light flashes after a route has been selected, a time Ollt is in progress and the route cannot be accepted at 
this time. The key should be returned to the centre position arid the call tried again when the time out has 
exp4"ed. The key switches may be operated without a. train being present, however, the. Arrival Home 
signals will not clear unless a train is on the approach track. Operation of the fouling point key switches 
will not clear the Home Arrival signals. When a route is selected at Homes 4/U4, the 'route called' will 
flash until the train has passed the signal. 
Trains arriving into No 1 or No 2 Roads of either Loop 
The DICE code fot the intended movement is to be entered as soon as the locomotive passes the DICE 
Approach Zone Board, This will place a call on the signalling system to .. set up the selected route provided 
that a conflicting movement i~ not.taking place. 

For .movements into No l Track, the call will .result in the Arrival Home and Distant (where provided) 
clearing provided the Up and Down end points are normal, the opposing Home signals are at stop, and 
no opposing train is on the opposing approach tr;ack (or enters the appre>ach tra<:k within 10 seconds of the 
initial call). It may take up to 20 seconds for the Home signal to clear for the movement (for trains 
travelling at 80 km/h this mean11 that the Distant signal should clear at least 10 seconds before the train 
arrives at it). The far end points will be locked normal for 180 seconds when the train passes the Arrival 
Home. The point locking on .the points behind the arriving train will be released 15 seconds after the train 
clears the fouling point. 
For movements into No 2 Track, the call will not be acted upon until 180 seconds after the train passes the 
Distant signal (300 seconds from the time the locomotive passes the Maroona line Approach Zone Board). 
The Arrival Home will clear provided the Up and Down end points reverse, the opposing Home signals 
are at stop, and no opposing train is on the opposing approach track (or enters the approach track within 
10 seconds of the initial call). The far end points will be locked reverse for 180 seconds when the train 
passes the Arrival Home. The point locking on the points behind the arriving train will be released 15 
seconds. after the train clears the fouling point. 
The Arrival Home signal will not clear if a train is on the opposing approach track circuit (note gauge 
detection is not provided for trains.on the Dual Gauge line, so Standard and Broad Gauge trains will lock 
both loops). The Driver must enter the DICE code (or use the key switches at the Arrival Homes) for the 
intende<i movement after the opposing train has arrived clear into No 1 or No 2 Track. 
Should two trains occupy opposing approach tracks within 10 seconds of each other, the Arrival Homes 
will remain at Stop for 300 seconds. After this time, the Arrival Home will clear for the train to enter No 1 
track. 
If the DICE code has not been entered when the train passes the Distant signal, the system will be 
approach locked for 180 seconds. The Driver must enter the DICE code (or use the key switches at the 
Arrival Homes) for the intended movement l;lfter the approach locking has been released. For movements 
from the Maroona line (which has no Distant signal), DICE codes will be accepted for :30 seconds after the 
locomotive passes the Approach Zone Board. After this 30 second window expires, thl:l system will be 
approach locked for 300 seconds. 
If the Driver enters the DICE code for the wrong track (e.g. No 2 Track instead of No 1), the Driver must 
bring the train to a stand at the Arrival Home signal and enter the correct DICE code. If the Driver enters 
an incorrect gauge DICE code (e.g. a Broad Gauge DICE codefor a Standard Gauge train), the route must 
be cancelled using the key switch at the Arrival Home signal. The Driver must hold the key switch over 
for 20 seconds. A time out of 300 seconds will then commence, after which the correct route may then be 
selected using either the key switch or the DICE code, 
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Trains departing from No 1 or No 2 Tracks from either Loop 
No DICE code is entered when a train is depart from No 1 Track. Trains may depart once the point banner 
indicates that the points are normal (possibly after self normalising behind an opposing train has entered 
No2 Track). 

For trains departing from No 2 Track, the Driver must call the points using the appropriate DICE code ( or 
key switch). The train can depart once the point banner indicates that the points have reversed. The points 
will self normalise 15 seconds after the train has cleared the Home Arrival signal. NOTE: Down Light 
engine or Sprinter movements towards Ballarat or Maroona must not exceed 15 km/h until the train has 
passed the Home Arrival signal. (This to ensure that movement simultaneously occupies both the fouling 
point and approach track circuits for 2 seconds, otherwise the interlocking will not self normal the points). 

Simultaneous Up departures from the Broad and Standard Gauge loops is prevented by the interlocking. 

Shunting at the Gypsum Siding 
The Gypsum Siding is situated within the North Geelong C - Gheringhap section. Any train shunting at 
the Siding must be in possession of a Section Authority or Shunt Authority for the section. Up trains 
shunting at the Siding pass Home 14 after calling the route into No 1 Road. 

No locomotive or track machine is to be stabled in the siding without the permission of the 
Superintendent Safeworking. 

Failure of Home Signals 
The Driver must contact the Train Controller should the Home signal be at Stop when the Driver expects it 
to be at Proceed. _The Train Controller will instruct the Driver to operate the key switch for the required 
route. Should the Home signal remain at Stop, the Train Controller must check that no Train, Track 
Machine, or Road/Rail vehicle is entering or leaving the Crossing Loop at the other end. 

If the signal has failed at Stop, the Driver must be instructed to place the Selector lever of the points in the 
'Hand' operating and to operate the points to the required position. After the points have been placed in 
the required position the Train Controller will complete and dictate a Caution Order to pass the Home 
Signal at Stop to the Driver. The Driver is not required to write a copy of the Caution Order. The Driver 
and Train Controller must exchange names. 

The Selector lever must remain in the 'Hand' operating position until the entire train is clear of the fouling 
point. 

When the points have been placed in the 'Hand' operating mode, the Train Controller should route the 
next opposing train into No 2 track as the Home signal will clear for this move, but it will not clear for No 
1 track. 

Special Note for Homes 14/U14. 

As Homes 14/U14 are a considerable distance from the points, the Train Controller is authorised to dictate 
a Caution Order to the Driver to pass them at Stop and for the Driver to then place the points into the 
'Hand' operation mode and set them for the required track. The train may then enter the required track. 
The points are to remain in the Hand operation mode until directed by the Train Controller. 
Maintenance of Points and Signals 
A DICE Local/Remote key switch is provided in each relay hut. When it is necessary for maintenance to 
be carried out on any points or signals, the Works Leader must advise the Train Controller as to the nature 
of the works and expected duration. If there is sufficient time for the works to be completed 10 minutes 
before the next train is scheduled to depart from the adjacent Crossing Loop, permission may be granted 
for the works to be carried out. 

The Works Leader must then place a Local/Remote key switch into the 'Local' position. If the work 
involves a set of motor operated points, the points must be placed in the 'Hand' operating mode. 

A train must not be allowed to approach the Crossing Loop until the Works Leader has advised that the 
maintenance work has been completed. 
Wingeel, Berrybank,. Vite Vite, Tatyoon 

The signalling at these locations is operated by Automatic Approach Call. The Driver is responsible for the 
operation of the signalling equipment. 

The main line points at each loop are equipped with a TD84M Dual Control Point Machine and a point 
banner. From the trailing direction the point banner shows two white reflective discs when the points are 
set for the main line and a yellow arrow (pointing in the direction of the diverge) when the points are set 
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for the loop. All points self normalise. A speed restriction of 65 km/h is in force over facing or trailing 
points. 

Each Loop is equipped with a bracket two position arrival Home signals. A separate signal is provided for 
arrival into the main line and into the loop. A white reflective diamond is provided on the bracket mast to 
indicate its position if the power fails. Location Boards are provided 2000 m in the rear of the Home signal 
and a 'F' (Fouling) board at the fouling point ofthemain and loop lines. 
A 3000 metre approach track circuit is provided on the approach side of each Arrival Home signal. A 
fouling track circuit is provided between the Arrival Home signal and the F board. Both No 1 and No 2 
tracks are completely track circuited. 

A fouling point clear message is broadcast twice over Channel 1 .of the local radio when the train has 
cleared the fouling point. This is not a train complete message. ETAS is used to check that the train is 
complete. 

VSPSW key switches are provided at each Home signal and at. the fouling points at each end of the loop. 
The key switches have three positions (Main - I •Loop) and a yellow 'route called' light. The light is 
normally extinguished. If a key is plac~ in the. switch and a route selected the. light will illuminate if the 
route has been accepted. After 10 seconds the.route will have been set and the light will extinguish. ff the 
light flashes after a route has been selected, a time out is in progress and the route cannot be accepted at 
this time. The key should be returned to the centre position and the call tried again when the time out has 
expired. The key switches may be operated without a train being present, however, the Arrival Home 
signals will not clear unless a train is on the approach track. 
Trains arriving into No 1 Track 
When a train enters the 3000 m approach track circuit a call will be placed for the train to enter No 1 track. 
The Arrival Home will clear provided .the Up and Down end points are normal (for No 1 track), the 
opposing .Home signals are at stop, and no opposing train is on the opposing approach track ( or enters the 
approach track within 10 seconds of the initial call). The far end points will belocked normal for 180 
seconds when the train passes the Arrival Home .. The point locking on the points behind the arriving train 
will be released 15 seconds after the train clears the fouling point. 
If the points at either end of the loop are reverse when the train enters the approach track, the Arrival 
Home will remain at Stop. The Driver must call the points Normal using the key switch at the Arrival 
Home signal, though the points are approach locked by the approach track for 300 seconds. 
Should two trains occupy opposing approach tracks within 10 seconds of each other, the Arrival Homes 
will remain at Stop for 300 seconds. After this time, one Arrival Home will clear for a train to enter No 1 
track. 
Trains arriving into No 2 Track 
The Section Authority will instruct trains to arrive into No 2 track (indicated by the words 'Take Loop' in 
the third line of the Current Authority). The Driver must bring the train to a stand at the Arrival Home 
signal. 
If there is no train on the opposing approach track, or in No 1 Track, the Arrival Home will be at clear for 
a move into No 1 track. The Driver must hold the key switch over to the 'Loop' position for two seconds. 
This will restore the Arrival Home to Stop. The key switch should then be operated to the 'Loop' position 
for a second time. The 'route called' light should show a steady yellow indicating that the points are 
operating to the reverse position. When the points are fully reverse the signal will clear to enter the Loop. 
If the 'route called' shows a flashing yellow, the approach locking time has not run down. The key should 
be returned to the centre position and another attempt made. 
If the points are already reverse when the train arrives at the Arrival Home signal, operation of the key 
switch to the 'Loop' position will have no effect. The Driver should .first operate the points to 'Main'. After 
the signal clears for No 1 Track, the key switch can be operated to 'Loop' as above. 
When the train has arrived clear of the approach arid fouling point track circuits, the fouling point dear 
message will be broadcast. The locking on the points at the rear of the train will be released and the points 
will be restored to the normal position. 
The Arrival Home signal into No 2 track will not dear if the points at the opposite end of the loop are in 
the 'Hand' operating position or if detection has been lost on these points. 
Trains departing from No 1 Track 
If the train has been stationary in No 1 Track, or has taken longer than 180 seconds to arrive at the far end 
points, the Driver must check that the point banner shows that the points are normal. The train may then . 
depart. 
If the points are not normal the Driver must operate the key switch at the fouling point to the 'Main' 
position. When the points have operated to the normal position, the train may depart. The Driver must 
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The Driver must operate the key switch at the fouling point to the 'Loop' position. When the points have 
operated to the reverse position the train may depart. 
Note. The points will not reverse if the Home Arrival signal in the rear has cleared for No 1 Track. The 
points will remain locked until either the Home Arrival signal has been restored to Stop and the 
approaching train has occupied the approach track for 300 seconds, or the train has entered No 1 track 
and occupied it for 180 seconds. 
Cancellation of a Route 
If it is necessary to cancel a route the Driver must hold the key switch over to the position the route is 
currently set for 10 seconds. The Home signal will be restored to Stop and the route cancelled. The correct 
route may then be set provided that the approach locking has nm down (300 seconds). 
Failure of Home Signals 
The Driver must contact the Train Controller should the Home signal be at Stop when the Driver expects it 
to be at Proceed. The Train Controller will instruct the Driver to operate the key switch for the required 
route. Should the Home signal remain at Stop, the Train Controller must check that no Train, Track 
Machine, or Road/Rail vehicle is entering or leaving the Crossing Loop at the other end. 
If the signal has failed at Stop, the Driver must be instructed to place the Selector lever of the points in the 
'Hand' operating and to operate the points to the required position. After the points have been placed in 
the required position the Train Controller will complete and dictate a Caution Order to pass the Home 
Signal at Stop to the Driver. The Driver is not required to write a copy of the Caution Order. The Driver 
and Train Controller must exchange names. 
The Selector lever must remain in the 'Hand' operating position until the entire train is clear of the fouling 
point. 
When the points have been placed in the 'Hand' operating mode, the Train Controller should route the 
next opposing train into No 2 track as the Home signal will clear for this move, but it will not clear for No 
1 track. 

Special Note for Wingeel. 
As the Down Home signals at Wingeel are a considerable distance from the points, the Train Controller is 
authorised to dictate a Caution Order to the Driver to pass Homes 1/Ul at Stop and for the Driver to then 
place the points into the 'Hand' operation mode and set them for the required track. The points are to 
remain in the Hand operation mode until directed by the Train Controller. 
Maintenance of Points and Signals 
When it is necessary for maintenance to be carried out on any points or signals, the Works Leader must 
advise the Train Controller as to the nature of the works and expected duration. If there is sufficient time 
for the works to be completed 10 minutes before the next train is scheduled to depart from the adjacent 
Crossing Loop, permission may be granted for the works to be carried out. 
The Works Leader must then place both point machines in the 'Hand' operation mode. The maintenance 
work may then be carried out. The point machines are not to be restored to the 'Motor' operation mode 
until the maintenance has been completed. 
A train must not be allowed to approach the Crossing Loop until the Works Leader has advised that the 
maintenance work has been completed. 
Maroona 
The Signaller must ensure that a Down train arrives into the track indicated in the Section Authority, 
though the Driver is responsible for ensuring that the Section Authority is followed. 
The Signaller will give a Green hand signal to the Driver as authority to depart. The Driver must not 
depart, however, unless in possession of an authority for the forward section. Trains departing from No 2 
Track must not do so until the Signaller displays a Green hand signal to indicate that the points are 
correctly set. 
A speed restriction of 65 km/h is in force over facing or trailing points. 
Pyrenees 
The local signal panel at Pyrenees Loop will be switched in and Pyrenees will be attended for all trains. 
The Signaller must not place the Up Home Departure signals to Proceed unless the Signaller is in 
possession of the Train Staff for the Maroona -Pyrenees section. (SW? /96, WN 45/96) 
North Geelong C - Maroona 
On Friday, 15.11.96, two new Large Master Keys numbered 83 and 84 were provided for use at Inverleigh 
and Westmere. The keys are engraved 'Section Authority System' on one side and 'North Geelong C -
Maroona' on the other. Master Keys 30 and 70 were withdrawn. (SW 643 /96, WN 48/96) 
Gheringhap 
As from 1630 hours, Friday, 15.11.96, the Signallers were withdrawn and Gheringhap became an 
unattended location. (SW 640/96, WN 47 /96) 
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Werribee 

On Sunday, 17.11.96, traffic light co-ordination was commissioned at Werribee Street. 
(SW 639/96, WN 48/96) 

Newport South 

On Saturday, 23.11.96, the approach sections were altered at Maddox and Champion Roads to allow for 
130 km/h lWlfling. (Note: WN 48/96 has Saturday, 24.11.96) (SW 650/96, WN 49/96) 

Flinders Street 

:From Monday, 25.l 1.96, Stage 3 of the rearrangement was carried out. This included: 
1) Provision of a new crossover from the Northern Loop portal to No 4 Track: The crossover was 

spiked out of use. 
2) Abolition of the direct connection from the Caulfield Sidings to Track 5. Points 243 and Catch 243 

were abolished. Points 2440 were replaced by a Catch. 
3) Home 341 was relocated westward to be 4 m from the east end of Platform 4. 
Amend Diagram 23/96. (SW 645/96, WN 48/96) 

(26.11.1996) Newport 

Replace the paragraph at the top of Page 40, Section 34, Book of Rules relating to the failure of gauge 
checking and replace with: 

Should Gauge Proving fail, the Signaller Newport must place Points 45 and 49 into the 'Hand' operation 
mode and set the points so that trains can lWl over the Dual Gauge track to Brooklyn. Caution Orders 
may then be issued over the recorded post telephones in accordance with the instructions on Pages 38 and n 

39, Section 34, (SW 570/96, WN 46/96) 

(26.11.1996) Laverton 
Homes 6, 8, 18, 20, and 26 now require an additional 25 seconds to clear accoµnt traffic light co-ordination 
at Aviation Road (which, however, has hot yet been commissioned). 

When a Down route is set through Laverton on the East line, Home 6 will be approach released unless 
Home 2 is cleared at the same time. When Home 6 is being held at Stop by the approach release the route 
proving light will flash. The route proving light will also flash after the train has passed the signal until 
the lever is restored to normal. Homes 14 and 18 will operate similarly for Down movements on the West 
line. (SW 644/96, WN 47/96) 

(26.11.1996) Bunyip- Longwany 

01.12.1996 

The following replaces the instructions for the operation of Self Propelled Track Machines over this section 
(Clause 57j, Section 34, Book of Rules), . 

The Train Controller will be responsible for co-ordinating passage of Track Machines over this section. 

Operation between Pakenham (or Nar Nag Goon) and Warragul 

For following moves, the Track. Machine will operate under Absolute Block. cQnditions between Pakenham 
(or Nar Nar Goon if switched in) lilnd Warragul or vice versa. For opposing moves, an opposing move 
may not leave Pakenham (Nar Nar Goon if switched in} or Warragul until the Track Machine has cleared 
the single line section. 

Entering the Single Line section. 
A Signaller must be in attendance at the end of the single line section 10 minutes prioru:> the arrival ofthe 
Track Machine. After obtaining permission from the Train Controller, the Signaller is to place the point 
machine into 'Hand' operation mode and into position for the passage of .the Track Machine. The Train 
Controller will then complete a Bunyip - Longwarry System Caution Order to authorise the Track 
~1achine to pass the Home signal at the entrance of the section at Stop. This Caution Order is to be 
dictated to the Signaller, who is to make a copy. The copy is to be handed to the Competent Employee in 
charge of the Track Machine. The Track Machine can thert pass the signal at Stop and enter the single line 
section. The points are to remain in the 'Hand' operation position. 

Leaving the Single Line section. 
The Competent Employee will contact the Train Controller when the Track Machine arrives at the Home 
signal controlling the exit ofthe single line section. After obtaining permission, the employee will place 
the point machine into the 'Hand' operation mode and into position for the passage of the Track Machine. 
The Train Controller will then complete a Bunyip - Longwarry System Caution .Order to authorise the 
Track Machine to pass the Home signal at the exit of the section at Stop. This Caution Order is to be 
.dictated to the Employee, who is to make a copy. The Track Machine can then pass the signal at Stop and 
leave the single line section. The points are to be returned to the 'Motor' operation mode once the Track 
Machine is clear on the Double line. The Train Controller will then instruct the Signaller to return the ,, 
points at the entrance to the single line to the 'Motor' operation mode. 

(SW 641 /96, WN 47 /96) 

Newport 
From Sunday, 1.12.96, the following alterations took place 
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1) Points 71 (Oown junction between Williamstown and Geelong lines) were converted to motor 
operation. Plunger 70 was abolished. 

2) Points 74 and 75 (connection from Up and Down Williamstown lines to Goods yard) were removed. 
3) Home 112 (Post 65, Down Home Williamstown line) was abolished. 
4) The Express/Stopping selection applying to Post 66 (Down Starting Signal, situated at North 

Williamstown) was abolished. All Down trains will now stop at North Williamstown. 
5) Home 94 (arm on left hand doll, Post 37, applying towards Workshops) was replaced by a disc on 

the right hand doll. 
6) Catch 82 (in Up Workshops line ahead of Post 48) was replaced with a Hayes Derail and Crowder 

situated 30 metres in advance of Post 48. 
7) Points 141 U were removed (in Up Geelong line leading to Goods Loop or Sidings A or B).Points 

1410 had been removed during construction of the Standard Gauge. 
5) Levers 74, 75, and 112 were sleeved normal. Lever 70 became a pilot lever. 
Amend Diagram 3/95. (SW 665/95, WN 49/96) 
Berrybanlc and Tatyoon 
On Monday, 2.12.96, the points at each end of the Grain sidings at these locations were brought into u!le, 
The points are worked from non-trailable point machines, rodded to catch points, and secured by 
miniature 'Fortress' ST21 Master Keys. ST21 Master Keys were attached to the two North Geelong C -
Maroona Large Master Keys by cables. 

Amend Diagram 4/96. (SW 657 /96, WN 49/96) 
Maryborough 

From Wednesday, 4.12.96, the following circuit alterations were made: 
1) The track circuits were altered to permit the Low Speed light on Home 6 to clear earlier when a 

route is set into the yard. 
2) The illuminated 'S' indicator on Homes 6, 12, and 20 will not light if the signal is cleared for a 

Standard Gauge train with the points set for a Broad Gauge route. (SW 662/96, WN 49 /96) 
Newport 

On Thursday, 5.12.96, Points 83U were spiked reverse and Points 830 were motorised. 'Normal', 'Reverse' 
and 'Points Free' indications were provided for Points 830. (SW 670/96, WN 50/96) 
Appleton Dock - Patricks Siding 

On Friday, 6.12.96, Pa tricks Siding was commissioned for use. 

Stop Board 8 was relocated 80 metres towards Footscray Road. 

The Appleton Dock sidings now consist of two tracks with 535 metres clear. The sidings are crossed by 
Coode Road (3.360 km) and Phillips Road (3.980 km). The Coode Road level crossing is new. Both 
crossings are equipped with flashing lights operated by a short track circuited approach. Notice Boards 
lettered 'Trains must not enter crossing until Flashing Lights are operating' have been provided on both 
approaches to both crossings. The hand points leading to Strangs Siding have been permanently secured 
to lie for the Appleton Dock sidings. 
Patricks Siding is a single lead situated at the Down end of the Appleton Dock sidings with 520 metres 
clear standing room. A yellow line painted on the ground indicates where the consist should be picked up 
or left. The Patricks employee is responsible for ensuring that everything is safe for the rail movement and 
placing the rail traffic signal to 'green'. The competent employee assisting the shunting must ensure that 
the rail gates are open, that the rail traffic signal is green, and that the warning lights and siren have been 
activated. 

Amend Diagram 14/93. (SW 671/96, WN 50/96) 
Yarragon - Trafalgar 
From Friday, 6.12.1996, a new level crossing was opened at 111.152 km (Nine Mile Road). The crossing is 
equipped with Flashing Lights. (SW 667 /96, WN 49 /96) 
North Melbourne -Ardm Street 

From Saturday, 7.12.96, the sidings on the Down side of Arden Street were removed as part of the 
construction of the City Link. The line was baulked on the Up side of the crossing. Dwarf 405 was secured 
at Stop and the pushbutton control of the level crossing abolished. Dwarfs 400, 401, 502, and 504 were 
abolished. (SW 613/96, WN 49/96) 
Train Control 

As from 8.12.96, Train Control Room 11 was closed. The room assignments are now: 
Room Area Hours 
1 Melbourne - Albury (BG & SC) Continuously 

Melbourne - Manor (SC) Continuously 
Seymour - Tocumwal 1300 Sat - 0700 Mon 
Batalla - Oaklands 1300 Sat - 0700 Mon 
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Melbourne - Ballarat -Ararat 
Maroona - Wolseley & branches 
Manor - Maroona (SC} (ASW} 
North Geelong C - Maryborough 
Portland - Maroona 

North Geelong C - Maryborough 
Portland -Maroona 

Melbourne - Warmambool 
Brooklyn Loop (BG} 
Melbourne - Baimsdale & Lang Lang 
Melbourne - Bendigo - Piangil, Denili9uin & Moulamein 
Maryborough -Yelta & Pinaroo 
Ararat - Castlemaine 

· Dunolly- Robinvale & Kulwin 
Seymour -Tocumwal 
Benalla - Oaklands 

Melbourne - Baimsdale & Lang Lang 
Melbourne - Bendigo - Piangil, Deniliquin & Moulamein 

Arden Street - Operating Procedures 
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Continuously 
Continuously 

Continuously 
0715 Sat- 1500 Mon 
0715 Sat - 1500 Mon 

1500 Mon - 0715 Sat 
1500 Mon - 0715 Sat 

Continuously 
Continuously 
0630 Sat - 0630 Mon 
0630 Sat - 0630 Mon 
0700 Mon -1315 Sat 
& 1500 - 2300 Sun 

0630 Mon - 0645 Sat 
0630 Mon - 0645 Sat 

(WN 50/96} 

The following operating procedures will come into force fromOO0l hours, Monday, 9.12.96, due to the 
provision of the new track arrangements and a Rail Tractor. 

The Arden Street sidings now consist of a single lead with loop parallel to the Coburg line. The lead has 
253 metres clear standing room and the head shunt is 55 metres in length and can. hold two locomotives . 
. The Mechanical Plant, Cement, and Grain Sidings lead off the loop. The points leading.to the Mechanical 
Plant Sidings (2 sets}, Grain Siding, and Cement Siding are normally secured for the loop by means of 
chains and padlocks. The keys to the padlocks are held by the siding holder and must only be unlocked 
when it is necessary to shunt to or from the siding. 

A notice board is provided at the Down end of the loop. On the Down face the notice board reads 'Limit of 
Tractor Shunt'. On the Up face it reads 'Rail Tractor in Operation'. A hinged cover is provided to cover the 
Up face. 

Rail Tractor Operations 

A Rail Tractor is provided to shunt wagons at the Arden Street sidings; When not in use, it must be 
secured in the Cement Sidings; 

Prior to commencing shunting, the operator must request permission from the Signaller Metro} via the 
Post phone at Dwarf NME 506. The Signaller may grant permission provided a Train or Track Vehicle is 
not entering or leaving Arden Street, or a. Train Examination is not in progress. The Signaller must apply a 
Point Sleeve Command to secure Points 406 normal before granting permission. The permission must 
expire at least 10 minutes prior to. the arrival of a Train or Track Vehicle at Arden Street. A note that 
permission was granted (including the operator's name) must be entered in the Signaller's Log Book. 

After being granted permission to shunt the hinged covers must be removed from the notice board. The 
Rail Tractor is not permitted to foul the line beyond the 'Limit of Shunt' board. 

When shunting has been completed the operator must secure the Tractor in the Cement Siding and 
obscure the notice board. The Signaller Metrol must then be informed and the Point Sleeve Command 
withdrawn from Points 406. A note must be made in the Signaller's. Log Book. 

Train Examinations 
Train examinations tnay be carried out in either loop track. While an examination is being carried out no 
train or track vehicle is allowed to enter or leave the sidings. The instructions for obtaining permission 
from the Signaller Metrol are similar to those above except that the notice board is not used. 

Insert in Section 34, Book of Rules (SW 666 /96, WN 50 /96} 

ERRATUM 

Toe caption for the cover photograph on Volume 19 No 6 was wrong. Footscray Junction signalbox contained a 
McKenzie and Holland Type A power fr~. not a .ORS power frame. 

/~. 


